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17 stairs - A set of stairs lighting - lighting
width 90 cm

Price 255.87 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 549

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
 Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip.

The kit includes

 

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https:/stair-lighting.com/smart-led-driver-for-lighting-stairs-driver-lighting-effects-
version-17k-p-280.html?language=en
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

- Waterproof LED strip 4 roll (warm white or cool white) - https://stair-lighting.com/5m-led-strip-3528-300-diod5m-
waterproof-warm-white-p-216.html?language=en

- Power supply matched to a set - https://stair-lighting.com/zasilacz-modulowy-do-led-12vdc-100w-rs10012-mean-well-sy-
p-143.html

We are a manufacturer staircase lighting using energy-saving LED technology. In our direct offer are cooperating intelligent
lighting controls, among others, leds strip. On this page we offer you a set based on the two most important elements
determining the effect of illumination. Set supplemented motion sensors with integrated sensors and power supply brand dusk
MEANWELL / DELTA - the leader in the sector associated with the constant power supply.

The controller allows you to set the lighting as needed. It can light up the long or shorter while. It may fade abruptly or
smoothly. It can burn all night or only when after dark use the stairs. The control unit can be called a gadget. However, when
it comes to their own safety and the family - seems to be the solution compulsory.

In addition, we prepared a set of tough. LEDs can shine for years: 30-50 thousand. hours. They are made of a durable
laminate, but flexible. It allows, thanks to the self-adhesive straps, a simple and precise assembly. In addition, every 3 LEDs
(300) may cut the tape. Thanks to its resistance to 93-percent humidity, also works well in the garden.

Harvesting in accessory longer depends on your individual project. In our shop is everything you need. These LED profiles,
additional cables and connectors. We wish you satisfaction with our products and performed installation!

This product has additional options:
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Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 , T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro )
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